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Abstract: Search engine spam is formed by the spam creators
for commercial gain. Spammers applied different strategies in web
pages to display the first page of web search results. These
strategies may avoid displaying good quality web pages in the top
of search engine results page. Nowadays there are numerous
devised algorithms available to identify search engine spam. Even
though search engines are still affected by search engine spam.
There is a necessity for search engine industry to filter search
engine spam in the best way.
The proposed study identifies spam in web search engine.
Spammers try to use most popular search keywords, popular links
and advertising keywords in web pages. This strategy helps to
increase ranking to display the top of search results. The proposed
method is used important features to detect spam pages which are
classified using decision tree C4.5 classifier. This method
produces better performance when compared with existing
classification methods.
Index Terms: Search engine spam, Classification, Spamdexing,
Decision Tree, popular search keywords, popular links, and
advertising words.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Web is the huge and the most popular storage area of
information, satisfying the requests of web surfers. But at the
same time there are adversaries also known as spammers,
who modify information on web for increasing their
marketable profit. The most common form of such
manipulation on the web is search engine spam or
spamdexing, which poses a huge threat to web security. The
victims of this kind of spamming are mostly those users who
while querying then search engine, are offered with unwanted
pages with malicious content.
Search engine spam was named as Spamdexing. The term
'Spamdexing', framed by Eric Convey in the year 1996, is a
combination of 'Spam' and 'Indexing'. Spamdexing refers to
decisive manipulation of indexes in search engine. This was
predicted afterward as one of the major challenge for search
engine industry [1].
Search engine spam is the practice of purposely and
untruthfully changing web pages to boost the chances of
these pages being positioned close to the beginning of search
engine results page. Numerous spammers of web pages try to
get a good position to display search results in search engines
and devise their pages accordingly. In this case, the resources
of search engines are lost, and the time of searching in
response to user query increases. It degrades the quality of
search results, thus wasting user's time [1, 2, 3, 4].

This study indicates that the degree of search engine spam
is on alarming increase. Researchers prepared the most
familiar search query terms used in search engines between
September 2010 and April 2011, and researchers found that,
on average, 50% of them return results with malicious links
[5].
Recently, the trend of spam attack has increased because
anybody may simply write spam reviews and post them to
e-commerce websites without any constraint. Any company
might hire individuals to write false assessment for their
products and services [34].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Survey on Search Engine Spam
Search engine spam is an insertion of unnaturally formed
pages into the web in order to manipulate search results of
search engines, in order to make traffic to certain pages for
marketable profitability [7]. A variety of search engine spam
strategies are used by the spam creators to manipulate content
and links of web page to boost ranking in search engine. All
these strategies are challenging and are classified as content
spam and link spam in web pages. While the content spam
refers to the various strategies that are functioned to
manipulate contents of webpage, link spam creates numerous
link between the web pages to boost ranking [3, 6].
The content spam was detected through context analysis
with the help decision tree C4.5 classifier with minimum web
pages features [7]. The spam pages were found certain low
quality web page features that are recognized [8]. Researcher
identified web pages features took less computing resources
for checking authenticity of web pages than ranking
algorithm [8]. The machine learning technique produced
improved results than other techniques [9].
Link spam refers to unnatural manipulation of links in the
web page to boost ranking. Search engine industry applies
different ranking algorithms to identify link spam. However
these ranking algorithms were found to slightly boost the
computational cost than machine learning technique [10, 8].
B. Survey on Preprocessing
Preprocessing is an essential step in the machine learning
process to improve classification results. This step is required
to decide various types of problems such as noisy data,
redundant data, and missing data values. All the machine
learning algorithms depend greatly on the product of this
stage, which is the final training set. The web page features
has been extracted from the web page and stored in feature
database.
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Those features have been normalized before training and
testing processes in order to make sure that data are
overwhelmed by each other in terms of the distance measure.
Normalization is mainly helpful for classification, as it
progress accuracy and efficiency of mining. There are three
types of normalization techniques namely Z-Score
Normalization [11], Decimal Point Normalization [12], and
Min-Max Normalization [13]. In Z(Zero Mean)-Score
Normalization, the data is normalized based on the mean and
standard deviation. Decimal scale normalization is based on
the movement of decimal point of value of attribute. The
decimal point numbers are moved depending on the greatest
absolute values of attribute. A comparative study of various
normalizations is given in Table I.
Table I. Comparative study of various normalization
techniques.

The min-max normalization technique performs a linear
transformation on the numerical data. It has less
misclassification errors when compared to Z-score
normalization and decimal scaling normalization. The
min-max normalization technique has taken a lesser
computational time when compared to other normalization
techniques [11, 12, 14, 15].
After a better understanding of the strengths and
limitations of each method, min-max normalization
technique has been selected for the present study from
comparative studies of different normalization techniques.
C. Survey on Classification
Classification is data mining method which is used to
classify data items in group of occurrences [16]. Numerous
machine learning algorithms are applied to classification
task. Machine learning method is better than other methods
for classifying search engine spam [8, 9]. After getting
normalized data, training phase is used to build model by
classifier. Finding spam pages is viewed as supervised
classification problem. In the supervised classification, the
search engine spam classifier needs to be trained with a set of
previously classified pages. Researchers considered various
classification methods such as K-Nearest Neighbour [17],
Back Propagation [18], Naive Bayes [19], Support Vector
Machine [20], and Decision Tree [21] in their analysis for
classification involving search engine spam detection [22,
23].
The different classifiers comparative study is listed in
Table II. After a better understanding of the strengths and
limitations of each method from comparative studies of
different classifiers, C4.5 decision tree algorithm has been
selected to identify search engine spam.
After constructing the model, it has been validated using
cross-validation. Among the cross-validations are observed
that, 10-fold cross-validation is broadly used for assessing the
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decision tree model and outperform the other
cross-validations [24, 25].
Among the classifiers listed, C4.5 algorithm is a decision
tree classifier, given in top ten most prominent data mining
algorithms [26]. A comparison of the performances of
various classifiers reveals the decision tree C4.5 algorithm
offered a better performance with respect to spam detection
when compared to other classifiers [7, 27, 21, 28].
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed study consists of three phases for identifying
search engine spam. Those phases are preparatory phases,
web page feature collection, and decision tree C4.5
classification. The proposed study is depicted the flow of
working mechanism in Fig.1.
Sample web pages were fetched manually from the search
engines and accumulated in a webpage repository. A file
selector was used to select those web pages to check
authenticity of the web page. The collection of keywords and
links in the chosen web pages were extracted and stored in
web data depository. The features of content and links are
Number of popular search keyword in the page, popular
search keyword in title, popular search keyword in anchor
text, popular search keyword in meta tag, popular search
keyword in H1 tag, popular search keyword in H2 tag,
Specific popular search keyword repetition, and Number of
advertising keywords. The content spam and link spam
features were identified weightage based on search volume of
popular search keywords, popular links and advertising
keywords for detecting spam pages. Similarly, the file
selector was selected all the web pages in the webpage
repository, was extracted features that were stored in web
data depository. These features were normalized using
min-max normalization.
From the insights observed during the literature review,
the decision tree C4.5 algorithm has been chosen for
classifying web pages. Decision tree C4.5 classifiers give a
hierarchical decomposition of the training data and are used
to learn the rules to identify the authenticity of web pages. A
tree is formed by using different web page features which are
listed and their values. Information gain is calculated by
using a list of web page features. The feature that has highest
information gain is used as the root node of tree model. The
interior nodes of the decision tree are labeled with unique
features and these features have low information gain as
compared to the root node. This procedure is repeated until
all reviews are classified as spam or not-spam web pages.
Finally classification results have been submitted to the user
interface.
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Info(D) = Expected information needed to classify a tuple
in data set
InfoA(D) = Expected information required for classifying
tuple from dataset based on the partitioning by attribute A

Table II. Comparative study of various classifiers.

Where
SPLITINFOA(D) = Information Gain of A using split
information
V = Data partition of attribute A
D = Total number of tuples in dataset

Where
GainRatio(A) = Maximum gain ratio is selected
Gain(A) = Information Gain of A
SplitinfoA(D) = Information Gain of A using split
information
IV. DATA COLLECTION AND SAMPLING

Proposed Algorithm
Web pages, popular search keywords, popular links and
ads words collection
Assign weight for popular search keywords, Popular links
and advertising words based on search volume
Features identification from the web pages
Normalize the web page feature values using min-max
normalization
Classify web pages using decision tree C4.5
The formulas [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] used for the C4.5 decision
tree algorithm are

Where
Info(D) = Expected information needed to classify a tuple
in data set
Pi = Probability that an arbitrary tuple in D belongs to
distinct classes
C = Distinct classes
D = Dataset

The web pages for the present study were collected from
webspam-uk 2007 dataset, which is a publically available
collection of pages. These web pages collection is labeled at
the host level by a group of volunteers and hosts were marked
as "spam" and "nonspam" by the evaluator [29]. 10000 web
pages were collected for the present study out of which 8000
pages are non spam and 2000 pages described as spam as per
webspam-uk2007.
This study studied web pages of various sizes namely 2500
pages, 5000 pages, 7500 pages, and 10000 pages. All web
page samples were tested with different iterations, which
were then used to train the model. This model was then used
to predict if the web pages were spam or non spam. The
present study was applied cluster sampling method. In cluster
sampling method, whole sample is divided into groups or
clusters, and random samples of these clusters are chosen
[30]. Web pages in equal sizes were collected and formed as
clusters such as Business, Consumer, Finance, Health &
Wellness and Miscellaneous keywords. The online terms
marketing company listed popular search keywords with
search volume [31] and sample keywords are given below in
Table III. In addition, popular keywords and popular links
were also collected for the study [32, 33].
Table III. Sample popular search keywords.

Where
Mid_point(A) = Middle point between the sorted values ai
and ai+1 of attribute A
A<= mid_point, A>mid_point

Where
InfoA(D) = Expected information required for classifying
tuple from dataset based on the partitioning by attribute A
v = Data partition of attribute
D = Total number of tuples in dataset

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSIION
Confusion matrix is used to evaluate performance of a
machine learning classifier. This matrix metrics are

Where
Gain (A) = Information Gain of A
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represented in various measures which are applied on test
sample.
Table IV presents the structure of a confusion matrix for a
two-class problem, with two different class namely positive
occurrence and negative occurrence. A row indicates an
actual class, while a column indicates the predicted class. The
researchers used four parameters of confusion matrix while
assessing the quality of the algorithms. These attributes
namely are True Positive Rate, True Negative Rate, False
Positive Rate, False Negative Rate, Accuracy Rate and Error
Rate [35]. Evaluation measures are given below [7, 8, 9, 10,
11, and 12].
Table IV. Confusion matrix

The comparative analyses of various classifiers have been
compared and results are shown in Table V. Among the
classifiers given, Decision Tree (DT) C4.5 classifier
outperforms other classifiers.
DT C4.5 classifier accuracy rate is compared with various
classifier accuracy rate. This comparison is shown in Fig.2.
Among the given classifiers, C4.5 DT classifier outperforms
other classifier.
The rate of classification error is compared with given
classifiers and is represented in Fig.3. Among the given
classifiers, C4.5 DT has been observed to show a minimum
error rate when compared to other classifiers.
Table V. Comparative study of various classifiers.

Where
TP = Number of correctly classified positive occurrences
TN = Number of correctly classified negative occurrences
FP = Number of incorrectly classified as positive
occurrences
FN= Number of incorrectly classified as negative
occurrences

True Negative Rate (TNR) or Specificity measures the
proportion of negatives occurrence that are correctly
classified. The formula is given as follows

Accuracy Rate

True Positive Rate (TPR) or Sensitivity, also known as
Recall Rate measures the proportion of positives occurrence
that are correctly classified. The formula is given as follows

Classification Algorithm

False Positive Rate (FPR) measures the proportion of
incorrectly classified as positive occurrences. The formula is
given as follows

Accuracy (AR) is defined as the ration between the total
number of correctly classified occurrences and the total
number of occurrences. The formula is given as follows

Error Rate

False Negative Rate (FNR) measures the proportion of
incorrectly classified as negative occurrences. The formula is
given as follows

Fig.2. Various classifiers accuracy rate

Classification Algorithm
Fig.3. Various classifiers Error rate

Error Rate (ER) is the ratio between incorrect classified
occurrences and all of the occurrences. The formula is given
as follows
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSIION
This study had been used popular keywords, popular links
and advertising word with search volume for spam
classification. It assigned weightage for those popular
keywords, popular links and advertising based on range of
search volume. This criterion has been useful to fast
identification of search engine spam when compared with
existing system. These content and link features have been
classified webpages using different classifiers. The DT C4.5
classifier, as discovered from the findings, shows a better
performance when compared to other classifiers. However, it
consumed a long time for constructing model especially
when the dataset is large. Even though this study classified
spam pages effectively.
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